Desensitization and recovery of crayfish photoreceptors. Dependency on circadian time, and pigment-dispersing hormone.
In this work, we studied the characteristics of recovery from desensitization of the light-elicited current of crayfish. Applying a two-flash protocol, we found that the first flash triggers a current that activates with a noticeable latency, reaches a peak value, and thereafter decays along a single exponential time course. In comparison with the first-elicited current, the current elicited by the second flash not only presents an expected smaller peak current, depending on the time between flashes, but it also displays a different latency and decay time constant. Recovery of the first flash values of these current parameters depends on the circadian time at which the experiments are conducted, and on the presence of pigment-dispersing hormone. Our data also suggest the existence of distinctive desensitized states, whose induction depends on circadian time and the presence of pigment-dispersing hormone.